Abstract. Pair-wise sequence alignment is the basic method of comparative analysis of proteins and nucleic acids. Studying the results of the alignment one has to consider two questions: (1) did the program find all the interesting similarities ("sensitivity") and (2) are all the found similarities interesting ("selectivity"). Definitely, one has to specify, what alignments are considered as the interesting ones. Analogous questions can be addressed to each of the obtained alignments: (3) which part of the aligned positions are aligned correctly ("confidence") and (4) does alignment contain all pairs of the corresponding positions of compared sequences ("accuracy"). Naturally, the answer on the questions depends on the definition of the correct alignment. The presentation addresses the above two pairs of questions that are extremely important in interpreting of the results of sequence comparison.
Seeds, Sensitivity and Selectivity
Many programs of sequence similarity search (e.g. BLAST, FASTA) are based on the filtration paradigm; they firstly mark the regions of putative similarity and then restrict the search with the regions only. To perform the first step the seeding scheme is usually implemented: one searches only for the similarities containing the strong similarity of special form, e.g. the similarities containing k consecutive matches. This seeding scheme leads to the drastic speed up compared to the more rigorous dynamic programming based methods at the price of possible loss of some interesting similarities.
In the framework of similarity search in biological sequences, a seed specifies a class of short sequence motifs which, if shared by two sequences, are assumed to witness a potential similarity. We say that a seed matches a similarity (or a similarity is recognized by a seed) if it contains a sub-similarity corresponding to a seed. To define what is sensitivity and selectivity of a seed we have to make some preliminary definitions. First, we have to describe the set of considered possible sequence alignments and the subset of interesting similarities ("target similarities"). For example, we may consider all ungapped similarities (alignments) of a given length and the set of target similarities consisting of all ungapped alignments having identity level higher than a given cut-off. Second, we have to consider the two probability distributions on alignments: the background distribution, corresponding to the random alignments and the foreground distribution that corresponds to the target alignments. E.g. one can consider both distributions as Bernoulli distributions in two-letter alphabet (match-mismatch) and define the probability of match as 0.25 for the background distribution and as (say) 0.7 for the foreground distribution.
Given the set of target alignments and the distributions, the sensitivity of a seed is the probability that a random similarity is recognized by a seed according to a foreground distribution and the selectivity of a seed is the probability that a random similarity is recognized by a seed according to a background distribution. For the Bernoulli distribution the selectivity is often defined as a probability that a seeding similarity can be found for two random independent sequences of a length equal to the seeds length.
The seed implemented in BLASTN program [1] describes a class of k consecutive matches (default k = 11). The selectivity of the default seed is 0.25 k = 0.25
11 ∼ 10 −6 . The sensitivity of the seed for ungapped nucleotide similarities of length 64 with 70% identity is ∼ 0.3. Several years ago Ma, Tromp and Li [2] have proposed to use k nonconsecutive letters as a seed. This change surprisingly led to a significant improvement of sensitivity without loss of selectivity that depends only on the desired number of matches k and on the background match probability. E.g. the seed 110100110010101111 (1 stands for the match positions and 0 stands for "spaces") has the sensitivity 0.46 with the same number of matches k = 11. The seminal work of Ma, Tromp and Li (2002) have caused the investigation of various seed models both for nucleic and amino acid sequences, e.g. vector seeds, subset seeds, multyseeds, etc [3] - [12] .
We will consider advantages and disadvantages of the models and will present the unifying framework to compute the seed sensitivity.
Alignments, Accuracy and Confidence
For many applications it is important to evaluate the quality of algorithmically obtained alignments, i.e. how close the algorithmic alignment is to the evolutionarily true one. Here the evolutionarily true alignment is an alignment superimposing the positions originating from the same position of the common predecessor [13] .
Moreover, it is important not only to know the quantitative measure of the average similarity of alignments but also to understand the typical differences between the algorithmic and the evolutionary true alignments. However, the evolutionarily true alignment of given sequences is usually unknown, and thus an approximation is needed.
There are two possible ways to obtain such an approximation: (1) to use artificial sequences pairs obtained according to a proper evolutionary model [14, 15] and (2) to use alignments based on the superposition of the protein 3D-structures (that is possible only for the comparison of amino acid sequences) [13, 16] .
Accuracy and confidence of global and local alignments were studied in several papers [13, 14] , [16] - [19] . The data show that the main difference between the algorithmic and true alignments is the number of gaps while the average length of a gap is approximately the same. Surprisingly, the 3D-structure based protein alignments contain significant number of ungapped fragments of negative score that can not be restored in algorithmic alignments.
The significant gain both in accuracy and in confidence of protein alignments can be achieved using the information on the secondary structure (experimentally obtained or predicted) [20, 21] .
